Check the Door Balance
1. From outside the garage, open the door all the way and close it. If doors are still binding, binding material should be removed. If doors are still binding in both directions, they should be adjusted by an operator or door professional.

2. Raise the garage door about halfway up. Carefully check the door balance.

3. If the garage door binds in any way, it is not properly balanced. The garage door will not work properly if it is not balanced. It could cause serious injury or death. Do not allow children to operate the garage door.

IMPORTANT: A garage door is the largest mechanical appliance in a garage. If installed and tested as described in these instructions, it will provide years of reliable service. However, it can cause serious injury or death. Do not allow children to operate the garage door.

To prevent electrocution or fire, installation must be done by a professional who has been trained to do the job correctly. To install or service this device, read these instructions carefully. Do not install this product unless you are trained to do the job correctly. If you are not trained to do this job, do not attempt to do it yourself. It is not safe to attempt to do this job yourself.

To prevent electrocution or fire, installation must be done by a professional who has been trained to do the job correctly. To install or service this device, read these instructions carefully. Do not install this product unless you are trained to do the job correctly. If you are not trained to do this job, do not attempt to do it yourself. It is not safe to attempt to do this job yourself.
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3. Locate the Header Bracket Position
1. Check whether all doors are in a horizontal alignment. Any doors that are not level should be adjusted with the header bracket assembly.

2. Determine the header bracket position. This position is determined by the manufacturer and is marked on the door as a spacer. Adjust the header bracket until the rail is level with the header bracket.

3. Install the header bracket. This position is determined by the manufacturer and is marked on the door as a spacer. Adjust the header bracket until the rail is level with the header bracket.

4. Secure the clevis pin with the hitch pin. This position is determined by the manufacturer and is marked on the door as a spacer. Adjust the header bracket until the rail is level with the header bracket.

5. Install the header bracket. This position is determined by the manufacturer and is marked on the door as a spacer. Adjust the header bracket until the rail is level with the header bracket.

6. Connect the header bracket to the header bar. This position is determined by the manufacturer and is marked on the door as a spacer. Adjust the header bracket until the rail is level with the header bracket.

7. Secure the header bracket assembly to the garage door. This position is determined by the manufacturer and is marked on the door as a spacer. Adjust the header bracket until the rail is level with the header bracket.

8. Hang the Operator
1. Place the operator on the floor. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall.
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6. Slide the operator into the stock. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall.

7. Hang the operator on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall.

8. Hang the operator on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall.
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8. Hang the operator on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall. If you do not have enough space to hang the operator, you can hang it on the wall.
11 Adjusting the Infrared Safety Beam

The safety beam has two components, a sender and a receiver. The sender produces a narrow infrared beam that travels across the bottom of the door opening to the infrared receiver. If an object blocks the infrared beam while the safety beam is blocked, the garage door will not close. The safety beam has two components, a sender and a receiver. The sender produces a narrow infrared beam that travels across the bottom of the door opening to the infrared receiver. If an object blocks the infrared beam while the safety beam is blocked, the garage door will not close.

12 Remote Controls

To Add or Remove a Remote Control

1. Check that the operator has power. The red light will be on and the operator will travel in the up position (away from the door).
2. Press the wall station's UP/DOWN button, and release it. The light will turn off. Each full turn of a limit adjustment equals about 2-1/8 of a door travel.

13 Testing the Door Open and Close Limit

The door operator is designed to close the door and reverse the door before it strikes the door limits. As the door approaches the limits, the door operator will slow to a stop and reverse the door if the switch is not pressed. The door operator is designed to close the door and reverse the door before it strikes the door limits. As the door approaches the limits, the door operator will slow to a stop and reverse the door if the switch is not pressed.

14 Adjusting the Door Open Limit

The first adjustments that control how far the door will open are made to a 1/8 limit adjustment. Each full turn of the limit adjustment equals about 2-1/8 of a door travel.

15 Adjusting the Door Close Limit

The second adjustments that control how far the door will close are made to a 1/8 limit adjustment. Each full turn of the limit adjustment equals about 2-1/8 of a door travel.

16 Testing and Adjusting the Door Force Safety System

The opener's light and the control buttons will turn off after five seconds. The opener's light and the control buttons will turn off after five seconds. If the door needs to be opened or closed, press one of the buttons provided on the control panel.

17 Troubleshooting

Problem: No power to the opener. Solution: Check the power source. If there is power, check the fuse or circuit breaker. If there is no power, check the wiring (from staples or at the operator terminals).

18 Garage Door Operator Maintenance

WARNING: To prevent serious injury or death, keep children away from garage doors and walls. After servicing the operator, the door travel isn't smooth, have a qualified garage door service technician adjust the door limits. If the door sticks, is uneven, or fails to open or close properly, have a qualified garage door service technician adjust the door limits. If the door sticks, is uneven, or fails to open or close properly, have a qualified garage door service technician adjust the door limits.
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